Case report

A right hand dominant, 11-year-old boy presented to casualty with pain and swelling in his left wrist, consequent to a fall onto his left outstretched hand. AP and lateral X-rays (Fig. 1) of his left wrist were interpreted as being normal. The boy was treated with a wrist splint and discharged without any further follow-up.

Eighteen months later he presented to an orthopaedic surgeon with persisting pain in his left wrist. Clinical examination revealed he had global wrist tenderness, maximally over the scaphoid poles. The range of movement was reduced when compared with the right wrist.

Scaphoid views of the left wrist demonstrated an established nonunion of the scaphoid waist, with areas of sclerosis and cyst formation (Fig. 2). It was elected to proceed to bone grafting and internal fixation of his scaphoid. Hence, no treatment measures were utilised in the interim.

Figure 1 AP X-ray at time of injury showing no evidence of a scaphoid fracture. (No scaphoid views obtained at this time.)
Six months later shortly prior to admission for surgery, he was seen again in clinic at his request due to a complete resolution of his symptoms. Repeat examination of his left wrist revealed no generalised or focal tenderness and a normal range of movement when compared with his right side.

Repeat X-rays showed evidence of union (Fig. 3). Therefore, his operation was cancelled and subsequently he was discharged from further follow-up with no evidence of avascular necrosis.

Discussion

The peak incidence of scaphoid fractures is between the ages of 18—30 years. Most paediatric fractures occur in the age 11—13 year group and involve the distal pole. A third of paediatric scaphoid fractures occur through the waist of the scaphoid and it is in this group of children that carries a subsequent risk of nonunion. The likelihood of a nonunion occurring, as in our case, is very low one study reported it to be 0.77%.

Scaphoid fractures in children are a rarity. This is probably due to its ossification centre being protected by a thick peripheral cartilage. Therefore, there is the potential for mismanagement. Consequently neglected cases may result in delayed union or nonunion, as in our case.

There are reported cases of nonunions, which although not uncommon in adults, are incredibly rare in children. Given the high potential for mismanagement it is of paramount importance that any child with a clinical suspicion of a scaphoid fracture even with negative radiographs must receive early orthopaedic input and management in a scaphoid type forearm-hand cast.

In one study there was a 1—2-week delay in diagnosis of scaphoid fractures in <12.5% of cases. In our case, initial radiological evaluation involved plain AP and lateral wrist X-rays, which did not show any obvious fracture. However, scaphoid views were not obtained at the initial time of injury. If no fracture is visible then the patient should be reassessed in 1—2 weeks and scaphoid views acquired. If clinical suspicion still persists then further imaging with MRI scan may be helpful in diagnosing such occult fractures.

It is widely accepted that for established scaphoid nonunions in both the adult and paediatric population’s surgical intervention is necessary to achieve union. For this reason it was elected to proceed to bone grafting and internal fixation. But fortunately the nonunion spontaneously united, which in itself raises a controversial question.

Contrary to all available literature this nonunion united without any form of management. We do not advocate this form of treatment based on one case, but if there were more cases or a trial conducted would most paediatric scaphoid nonunions spontaneously unite if left?
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